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ABSTRACT
Data compression schemes have exhibited their importance
in column databases by contributing to the high-performance
OLAP (Online Analytical Processing) query processing. Ex-
isting works mainly concentrate on evaluating compression
schemes for disk-resident databases as data is mostly stored
on disks. With the continuously decreasing of the price/capacity
ratio of main memory, it is the tendencies of the times to
reside data in main memory. But the discussion of data com-
pression on in-memory databases is very vague in the litera-
ture. In this work, we present an updated discussion about
whether it is valuable to use data compression techniques in
memory databases. If yes, how should memory databases
apply data compression schemes to maximize performance?
1. INTRODUCTION
Data compression is a well-known optimization in tradi-
tional disk-resident database systems [1, 3, 6]. The most
important benefit of compression is to reduce the expen-
sive disk I/O cost significantly by reducing the data size.
The CPU decompression overhead (if needed) is inarguably
negligible compared to the I/O time saving because of the
giant performance gap between disks and CPUs. As a re-
sult, modern databases systems all embrace compressions,
e.g., Microsoft SQL Server, IMB DB2, Oracle, PostgreSQL.
However, recent years have witnessed an explosion of main
memory databases, e.g., MonetDB [6] and SAP HANA [4].
It is fueled by several fundamental technology trends. (1)
Memory is 5 ∼ 6 orders of magnitude faster than disk-based
storage, which is crucial to high-performance big data ana-
lytics. (2) The capacity of memory is continuously increas-
ing while the price (in $/GB) is dropping. As a result, to-
day’s commodity server machines have more than 32 GB’s
memory. (3) The breakthrough in non-volatile main memory
exemplified by STT-RAM, PCM, and Re-RAM [9] makes it
possible to extend the DRAM capacity cost-effectively. That
is because NVMM is cheaper than DRAM (in $/GB) while
still being competitive in terms of performance. (4) The
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significant advances in networking also makes it feasible to
extend DRAM capacity by connecting many machines to-
gether through ultra-fast networks, e.g., RAMCloud [7] is
such a memory system.
With everything in memory and disks being removed from
the critical path, the decompression overhead pumps out,
which adversely affects the performance of in-memory databases.
Thus, a natural question is that, is it still reasonable
to apply data compression for in-memory databases?
If the answer is yes, then the follow-up question is how
to apply data compression schemes for in-memory
databases in order to maximize the performance?
Existing works provide insufficient discussion on the above
two questions. Therefore, in this work, we want to bridge the
gap. In particular, we want to answer the two questions with
a focus on OLAP (Online Analytical Processing) workloads1
due to their importance in decision support and data min-
ing applications. OLAP workloads usually require reading a
large portion of data from particular columns. Therefore, it
is preferred to use column-oriented databases to answer such
queries efficiently.2 Therefore, this work mainly discusses
data compression for OLAP workloads over large-scale in-
memory column databases.
2. TO COMPRESS OR NOT IN MEMORY
DATABASES?
In this section, we elaborate whether it still makes sense
to use data compression in memory-based databases.
An obvious advantage of data compression in memory
databases is less memory requirement. Next, we explain
more about system performance.
Intuitively, if the entire data is stored in memory, then
data compression will slow down the performance due to
the additional decompression overhead. This is indeed true
for some compression schemes, e.g., Huffman encoding [5].
However, for some other compression schemes (e.g., dictio-
nary encoding [3], run-length encoding [1] and bitmap en-
coding [8]), as we will show in Section 3, they allow queries
to be answered directly over compressed data without de-
compression at all. More importantly, performing queries
over compressed data directly is even faster than that over
uncompressed raw data, since less data is processed.
1The counterpart is OLTP (Online Transaction Processing)
workloads.
2It has been proven that column-oriented databases outper-
form row-oriented databases on OLAP workloads by 1 ∼ 2
orders of magnitude [1].
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Therefore, whether a data compression scheme is use-
ful in memory databases depends on whether it can an-
swer queries directly without decompression. If yes, it is
strongly recommended to use that compression in memory
databases, because it “kills two birds with one stone”, saving
not just memory requirement, but also improving query per-
formance. Otherwise, it is not recommended (since the de-
compression time can be a dominant factor if data is huge),
although it is up to the applications to balance the trade-
off between the decompression overhead and the saving of
memory requirement.
3. HOW TO COMPRESS IN MEMORY
DATABASES?
In this section, we (i) introduce the widely used database
compression schemes, (ii) analyze whether they can be ap-
plied in memory databases, and (iii) propose our optimiza-
tions (if any) to further improve the performance.
3.1 Dictionary encoding (DICT)
Compression description. Dictionary encoding (DICT) [3]
is widely used for string-type columns. It maps each original
string value to a 32-bit integer (a.k.a word-DICT) accord-
ing to a global dictionary table. For example, in a State col-
umn, “Alabama” is mapped to“1”and“Alaska” is mapped to
“2”. Note that, one underlying assumption is that the global
dictionary table is small in order to be fitted in memory.
Is it useful in memory databases? Dictionary encoding
schemes can be applied in memory databases, since they can
answer queries directly on the compressed data by encoding
query conditions using the same global dictionary table. For
example, assume the State column of a Customer table is
encoded by word-DICT, then SQL query of “counting the
total number of customers in Alaska” (shown in Figure 1(a))
is rewritten to the query in Figure 1(b) by converting the
query condition “Alaska” to “2”.
SELECT Count(*) as count 
FROM Customer 
WHERE State=“Alaska”
(a) Original query
SELECT Count(*) as count 
FROM Customer 
WHERE State=2
(b) Rewriting query
Figure 1: Example query and its rewriting query
The rewriting query can be performed directly over the
compressed column, which is much faster than that over
the uncompressed data, because it reduces the expensive
string comparison problem to the cheap integer comparison
problem.
Our optimizations. Existing dictionary encoding schemes
mainly focuses on string-type columns, however, we want to
emphasize that, there are some optimization opportunities
for integer-type columns, which is common for foreign keys.3
Integer values can be mapped to smaller codes with the
minimal number of bits to distinguish the original integers.
More formally, let D be the domain size, then each original
value can be encoded in dlog2De bits, which is called bit-
DICT. For example, suppose the domain size D = 50, each
3Usually, if a foreign key column is string-type, then a word-
aligned dictionary encoding can be applied to convert it to
an integer-type column.
value can be expressed by dlog2 50e = 6 bits, then number 8
and 22 can be encoded as 001000 and 010110 respectively.4
It is worth mentioning that the global dictionary table is
no longer needed because the mapping from integer to its
binary expression (with padding 0’s) is a one-to-one map-
ping. Note that, maintaining the global table is a limita-
tion of existing dictionary encoding schemes when applying
to string-type columns, because the dictionary table is big
when the domain size is large.
Remark. For in-memory column databases, word-DICT
is a reasonable choice for string-type columns with small
domain size (say less than 50, 000 [1]). And, our bit-DICT is
highly recommended for integer-type columns (e.g., foreign
key columns).
3.2 Run-length encoding (RLE)
Compression description. Run-length encoding (RLE) [1]
is an attractive approach for compressing data in column
databases. It compresses continuous duplicated values to
a compact singular representation, which implies that it is
only applicable to sorted columns. Traditional RLE ex-
presses the repeats of the same value as pairs (value, run-
length), we call it vl-RLE. For example, value “Alaska” ap-
pears 10000 times continuously in the State column, then it
can be simply expressed as (Alaska, 10000) instead of storing
10000 duplicates.
Is it useful in memory databases? The answer is abso-
lutely positive. vl-RLE is efficient for queries that operate
on the compressed column. For instance, the query in Fig-
ure 1(a) can be answered directly on the compressed column,
i.e., the answer is 10000 in this case. Not only the vl-RLE
can be applied in memory databases, but also its two vari-
ants: vsl-RLE and vs-RLE.
vsl-RLE uses a (value, start-position, run-length) scheme
to represent the repeats of the same value. By adding the
start-position, it tells the start row id of the repeat values.
The queries that can be directly executed on the compressed
data by vsl-RLE is a superset of that by vl-RLE, since it
supports queries accessing other columns. Consider a table
R(A, B) with A encoded by vsl-RLE, the encoding for values
t ∈ A is (t, s, l), where s is the start row id and l is the
number of repeats of t. The answer of query piBσA=tR is a
list of values in column B from s-th row to (s+ l)-th row.
vs-RLE uses a (value, start-position) scheme to represent
the repeats of the same value. It has the same capability
with vsl-RLE of answering queries directly over compressed
data, but needs less memory requirement. Suppose the table
R(A, B) with A encoded by vs-RLE, the encoding for values
t ∈ A and t + 1 ∈ A are (t, s) and (t + 1, s′) respectively.
The answer of query piBσA=tR is a list of values in column
B from s-th row to (s′ − s)-th row.
Our optimizations. We claim that for integer-type columns,
vs-RLE can be further compressed by bit-DICT, we call it
vsb-RLE. Due to the consideration of the query processing
performance, only the values (not run-lengths) are further
encoded by bit-DICT. Note that, as we described before,
bit-DICT does not hurt performance, thus vsb-RLE has sim-
ilar performance with vs-RLE and vsl-RLE but requires less
space. Table 1 reports the space cost of each RLE.
Remark. For sorted columns, vsb-RLE is highly recom-
mended, because it has less space than other competitors
4The most significant 0’s are padding 0’s.
Uncompress vl-RLE vsl-RLE vs-RLE vsb-RLE
4GB 8MB 12MB 8MB 6.5MB
Table 1: Space cost of different RLE schemes on an
integer-type column with 1 billion rows and 1 million
distinct values
but with similar performance.
3.3 Bitmap encoding
Compression description. Another well-studied encod-
ing method in column databases is bitmap encoding [2, 8].
Each distinct value t is associated with a bit-vector indicat-
ing the occurrences of t on the column. The default values
in the bit-vector are zeros while the i-th position of the bit-
vector is set to 1 if the i-th position has value t on the original
column.
The size of each bit-vector is the size of the table, which
is extremely large in large-scale databases. To reduce the
space overhead of the bitmap index, run-length encoding
is employed to compress the continuous 1’s and 0’s on bit-
vectors. Two representative compressed bitmap encodings
are BBC (byte-aligned bitmap code) [2] and WAH (word-
aligned hybrid code) [8]. Compared with BBC, WAH out-
performs BBC by about 12 times and uses about 60% more
space [8].
Though both WAH and BBC can reduce the size of each
bit-vector, the number of bit-vectors cannot be reduced.
Therefore, compressed bitmap schemes are only applicable
to columns with small size, e.g., less than 50 [1].
Is it useful in memory databases? Bitmap can be ap-
plied in memory databases, since it allows logical bitwise
operation directly on a compressed bitmap [8]. For exam-
ple, consider the query:
SELECT B FROM R WHERE A ≤ 2
The main operation of the query is to get row ids satisfy-
ing σA≤2R, which can be answered by performing a bitwise
logical operation b1 OR b2, where b1 and b2 are compressed
bit-vectors for value 1 and 2 respectively.
Remark. It is recommended to use compressed bitmap
for a column in memory column databases only when the
domain size is small.
3.4 Huffman encoding
Compression description. Huffman encoding [5] is a rep-
resentative of the variable length encodings, which is widely
used in many areas. It is based on the frequency of occur-
rence of a data. The principle is to use a smaller number of
bits to encode the data that occurs more frequently.
Is it useful in memory databases? Unfortunately, Huff-
man encoding cannot be applied in memory databases, since
it needs to decompress the whole column to answer queries,
which is time-consuming. This is because Huffman encoding
does not support partial decompression due to its variable
length structure. We conducted experiments to test the de-
compression performance. The decompression time is 3.2
minutes for a column with 1 million rows (domain size is
100 and data follows Zipf distribution).
Remark. We do not recommend to use Huffman encoding
for in-memory column databases.
4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present an updated discussion of com-
monly used data compression schemes in memory column
databases. This study contributes the following messages to
our community:
• It is still beneficial to apply data compression for in-
memory databases. A clear benefit is that, compres-
sion can save memory requirement. More importantly,
some compressions (e.g., dictionary encoding, run-length
encoding and bitmap) can directly answer queries over
compressed data, yielding high performance.
• We give insights regarding how to use data compres-
sion in memory databases to maximize performance,
as shown in Figure 2. If a column is integer-type (if
not, it is recommended to apply word-aligned dictio-
nary encoding first to transform to integer-type), then
if the column is sorted, we recommend to use vsb-RLE.
Otherwise, depending on the domain size, we can use
compressed bitmap encoding (small domain size) or
bit-aligned dictionary encoding (big domain size).
• Huffman encoding is not recommended to be used in
memory databases due to the slow decompression per-
formance.
Integers? Word-DICT
Bitmap
Sorted? Small domain size?
Y
N
N
Bit-DICT
vsb-RLE
Y Y
N
Figure 2: A decision tree of selecting proper com-
pression schemes
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